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Consonantal Varíatíons in

Chicano English

Introduction

Pronunciation is a prominent factor that clearly marks the differences found

between varieties of a language. A series of investigations in this field concludes

that during the leaming ofa second language, a new phonological system is derived

different from the native language as well as the target language. Studies about the

English spoken by Chícanos produced results that point at a structural consistency

and temporal stability that forced many linguists to reconsider previously estab-

lished theories about language interference. The English spoken by Chícanos is

clearly distinctive; however, it lacks of many features that characterizes recent

English leamers.

The purpose of my paper will be to look at the variations of particular

consonants at the syllable-building levei in Chicano English. I shall focus on the

interchange between the fricatives and the affricates palatais. I hope to bring aclear

analysis ofthe roles ofthe consonants, in particularB /V and t5 / 5, and the variations

they undergo as they are first leamed by an older generation ofnon-native speakers

and later embraced as a first language by subsequent generations, thus producing a

distinctive way of speech characteristic of an ethnic conmiunity. This paper is

intended to be a "pilot study" that could lead to further investigation on this subject.

Minimal Distinctions

Marguerite MacDonald' s article on The influence ofSpanish Phonology on the

English spoken by United States Hispanics is a comprehensive study of this

interesting subjecL Through out her article she provides detailed analysis that leads

her to conclude that Hispanic EngHsh derives much of its phonologic identity from

Spanish when minimal distinctions are involved. However, MacDonald readily

points out that Spanish transfer must be supported by independem motivation. She

highlights for us the múltiple factors that must be taken into account. She strongly

believes that "it is the reinforcement of the ancestral language phonology by
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múltiple sources, including markedness, universality, first-language acquisition

processes, and co-occurrence in the host-language varieties, which prolong restruc-

turing in the interianguage so that fossilization results" (MacDonald, p. 233) To this

variation, she attributes the phonologic identity of the ethnic variety of English.

The potential of Transfer

MacDonald explains that Spanish and English share many of the same

consonant phonemes. English, however, outnumbers Spanish in the category of

fricatives. Many of the phonemes in these two languages may be identical but, they

still may differ in phonetic realization and sequencing of segments. Looking at

these differences MacDonald points out that the potential influence of the Spanish

sound system on Hispanic English can be quite pronounced.

Obstruents

In this category, MacDonald produces the foUowing conclusión:

(Spanish)

Manner of

Articulation
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In Spanish, the obstnients haveone phonetic manifestation that is an unaspirated

noncontinuant realization. They can occur in syllable-final position within a word

and they donotoccur in word-finally. Dei Rosario (1970) and Guitart(1976) explain

that even in syllable final, obstnients normally neutralize in point of articulation. In

some cases they can be entirely deleted.

Example:

b d g —^> 1) d" ^ /elsewhere

[laUela]

b —> /_sC
í+obstment, -voice]

[substrato] —> [sustrato]

In English, obstnients are aspirated in syllable-initial position preceding a

stressed vowel. MacDonald points out that English obstnients can occur in onset or

coda position syllable within a word or word-finally.

Example:

boxer tub

cabbage cab

Realization of/v/as/B/or/t/

In the case ofobstnients, MacDonald adds that in parts ofMéxico, Cuba, Puerto

Rico and the United States, /b/ frequently is realized as /v/. Penfield and Omstein-

Galicia (1985) in their study show that among Chicano English speakers it is

difficult at times to distinguish a /v/ from a /b/. While conductingmyown study with

Los Angeles Chícanos I also noticed that with words such as 'levei', 'invited' and

'vacation', many of the speakers often pronounced them as: lébel, inbited and

bacation. This leadsme to believe that some Chicano English speakers were simply

applying the Spanish phonemic realization of /"b/ for both the orthographic /b/ and

/v/. This would seem that the interchange of /b/ and /v/ is most likely a case of

transfer.

Arguments against interference

The idea of interference or transfer has often lead Chicano English to be

characterized as poorly spoken English. Penfield and Omstein-Galicia point out

that it was not until 1970 that new light was shed on this subject. While observing

and studying Chicano English, researchers began to question whether the concept

of interference was really that appropriate. Garland Bills (1977) argüe the follow-

ing: "But the speech of very many Chícanos appears to exhibit clear signs of

temporal stability, structural consistency, and internai (not just externai) predict-
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ability. In other words, it seems to represem a systematically distinct competence

-a dialect. (Penfield & Omstein, p. 34)"

One of Bills' main arguments against interference, which is also the focus ofmy
paper, is the factthatmany linguistics aspects ofChicanoEnglish arenotpredictable

when we contrast and compare Spanish and English. At the phonologic levei, Bill

brings to our attention the particular uses of 'ts' and 's' as an example to confirm

the fact that the argument ofinterference is no longer valid. He points out thatamong

Chícanos one can frequently hear an exchange between the 'ts' and the 's'. With

words like 'Check' one hears 'Sheck' or 'Sheynsh' for change. With these

examples, Bill concludes that "a contrastive analysis of Spanish and Enghsh would

predict the opposite, since most dialects of Spanish do not even have the s sound".

(Penfield & Omstein, p. 34)

Alternation of tsands

Among Hnguists, there are several debates trying to explain the free substitu-

tion of the ts for the s and vice-versa. One of the two main theories in this field is

the process of merger proposed by Omstein. The other theory, the process of

unmerger is proposed by Wald. Omstein believes that these two sounds are being

confused because they are actually merging. The result we are oblaining is actually

varying degrees of these two phonemes. Wald, on the other hand, claims the exact

opposite. He beheves that ts and s are in the process ofbeing distinguished thus, at

times, they are confused. Still others believe that the altemation of ts and s is simply

due to confusión.

Opposing arguments like these led to a more careful look at standard Spanish

and English. In standard Spanish s sound does not exist. The interference explana-

tion does not apply here because it could not explain the reason for words

pronounced "sheck" when it clearly required a ts sound. Further investigations

suggested that sociolinguistic factor must be taken into account. One finds such

altemation of ts and s not only among Chícanos but also in Spanish of non-English

speakers along the border. Such a case leads Penfield and Omstein to question,

"does this suggest that language contact with English has permeated even the

monolingual Spanish-speaking community or is there a possibility that this speech

trait represents contact with regional varieties of Spanish which do indeed have this

pronunciation?"(Penfield & Omstein, p. 40)

Although an answer has not yet been found, many hnguists have resorted to

universal linguistic tendencies to explain such a case. The result is the following,

"while most languages of the world which have ts also have sh, the reverse is not

tme." (Penfield& Omstein, p. 40) This means that languages that have the ts sound

will have the tendency to produce its counterpart, the s sound. Such an explanation

would account for the altemation of ts and s in Chicano Enghsh.
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Discussion of traits

Inmy interest to develop a better understanding of the altemation ofconsonants

such as ts and s, I beginmy investigation by looking at its segmentai structure with

the help of Katamba's book An introduction to Phonology.

At the segmentai structure ts and s are described as foUows:

(Affricate)
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Results

From the data gathered above, the following results can be ascertained. In

words such as chapd and bachelor, using the CV phonology model the results are

as follows:

Word: Chapei

Altemation from ts—> s

Standard English Chicano English

t^l sapl

A A
s s s s

C V C C* C V c c*

4111
1 1

1

1

t s a p

1

sapl

c* syllabic nucleus

From the above model, we observe that m standard English (StE) the onset is

branching while in Chicano English (ChE) the onset becomes non-branching. We
exhibit a simplification of the onset that seems inclined to maintain the model CV
(canonical syllable).

Word: Bachelor

Altemation from ts—> s

StE ChE

bats'lor bas'lor

I l\ l\\
s s s s s s

Al/K Ai/K
cvccvc cvccvc
I MJ I I I Ml I I

b atsl o r b a s 1 o r

In StE therhyme is branching while in ChE, therhyme becomes non-branching.
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In ChE the rhyme is simplified. This example shows that such a simplification can

occur both at the onset and at the rhyme.

Word: Shoes

Altemation from s—> ts

StE ChE

suus tsuus

I I

s s

C V C C V c

/ A \ /Al
SUUS tSuus

In StE the onset exhibits no branching while in ChE we observe the opposite

effect. This phenomenon might at first lead one to believe that the altemation of t5

to s and vice-versa is unpredictable. However, from my data 1 show that out of the

sample words provided in my survey, the altemation from t§ to S was by far more

frequent than the altemation from S to t5. The frequency of tS—>S over §—>t5

altemation is 4:1. The data obtained seems to reaffírm what Universal Linguists

have pointed ouL If a language already has the tS sound, it will likely adopt it

counterpart, the s sound; however, the reverse is not necessarilly tme. The fact that

someChE speakers actually do altemate 5with ts although infrequendy , only makes

us realize that there are multi-causal factors that are not always phonologically

based.

Some tendencies

In the t2 to 2 altemation we observe that such changes are associated with

particular vowels. From the list of words below, it can be ascertained that tS tends

to change to ? when located near a [-high] vowel.

Words:

Bachelor

Impeachment ts—^> S / _v ; #_

Check [-high, ]

Ch^)el

As for the s to t§ altemation the following is derived:
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Chicago
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until much more extensive work is done, it will continue to be the subject ofmuch

attention and debate.

Joyce Ho
University of California, Los Angeles

Appendíx 1: Reading Sample

To plan formy brother' s bachelor party I went to an ATM machine to get some

cash. (baselor)

For the bachelor party, Tm preparing his favorite dish which is chicken.

The party was great until someone poured a bottle of whisky into the fruit

punch. People started pushing each other and many of my bookshelves fell.

The house was such a mess, much of the decoration was trashed.

(mu§)

Because ofthe incident at the bachelor's party, many ofhis firiends didn' t show

up at the chapei.

(sapel)

After organizing the bachelor party I went on a long vacaíion.

(bacaSion)

-Michigan +Chicago

-machine *bachelor

-shampoo -cash

chapei *impeachment

check *poaching

-a chair *a chimney

+shoes -sheets

-punch *such

-bashful -cashier

* Allemation from t2 to s

- Do not exhibit any variation

+ Altemation from S to ts
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